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ghost, feared, naomi, mother, donovan, grandmother, cling, clay pots, kissing, niece, mulching,

smiling, left, told, tree trunk, fisheye, baring, empty, icebox, edge

00:07
I'm Tracy k Smith, and this is the slow down.

00:22
One night, soon after my daughter was born,

00:25
I spent the evening watching her react to an empty corner of the room. I'd hold her and she'd
careen around to face the spot, smiling and laughing, as though someone standing there was
trying to entertain her. I carried her across the room. But still, her attention veered in that
direction. I held her in my arms and face the other way, no matter what if it's my parents there, I
wondered. Or what if it's a stranger's ghost? She was happy, giddy, but I quaked in fear. I went so
far as to call her father and ask him to come straight home. What's wrong? he asked. Something's
here. I told him. Naomi is laughing and smiling at some kind of a ghost. He wasn't convinced. My
friend rose once told me this story. Her young niece born after roses mother had died, what
sometimes point to her grandmother's face and photos. This is the lady who told me to pray. She
once remarked, at the end of my mother's life, my infant niece would sometimes look at her with
a certain discomforting poise, the intensity of her focus, the depth of her gaze. It was as if she
understood that soon my mother would be returning to the place from which she herself had just
come.

01:58
I think back to that night alone with Naomi,
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02:01
and what I feared might have been some kind of strange ghost, or, perhaps truer, what I sensed
might have been the presence of my parents. confronted by what I longed for, I feared it was
somehow terrifying. To accept proof of what I'd long wished might be true, that we live at the
edge of some kind of Portal, where the people we descend from might occasionally appear,
baring, kindness and love. Today's poem is kissing the opaque blue by Donovan who he'll collapse.
It speaks to me of ancestry, tradition, and the fluidity of perception. We are who we are. The
poem suggests to me because of what we inherit, from the people we love. Why does it have me
thinking about ghosts and visitations? Maybe because I've decided that the people I love are
always with me in one form or another. kissing the opay lu by Donovan ku he'll collapse for my
grandmother. I am water only because you are the ocean. We are here only because old leaves
have been falling. A mulching of memories folding into buried hands. The cliffs we learn to edge,
the tree trunk, hollowed humming. I am a tongue only because you are the body planting stories
with thumb. Soil crumbs cling to your knees, small stacks of empty clay pots dreaming. I am an
air plant suspended only because you are the trunk I cling to. I am the Milky fisheye only because
it's your favorite. Even the sound you make when your lips kiss the blue socket is a mobile lello a
slipper is lost in the yard. A Haku Lei is chilling in the icebox. I am a cup for feathers. Only because
you want to fill the hours. I am a turning wrist. Only because you left the hose on heliconias are
singing underwater. Beatles are floating across the yard.

04:45
The slowdown is a production of American public media in partnership with the Poetry
Foundation.
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